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REQUESTOR NAME: Gary Guthrie 
INFORMATION REQUEST ROUND NO: 1 
TO: BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO & POWER AUTHORITY 
DATE: April 23, 2021 
PROJECT NO: 1599190 
APPLICATION NAME: Public Electric Vehicle Fast Charging Rate Application 
 ______________________________________________________________________  
 
A. REGULATORY CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND 
 
1.0 Reference:  INTRODUCTION 

Line 22; Pg. 2; lines 16 to 20 Pg.5; line 18 - 19, Pg. 26 

“ BC Hydro considers the fast charging service to be part of its General Service 
and thus developed the Proposed Rates to reflect its General Service pricing …” 

EV charging will be a new revenue source/business opportunity for BCH.  The 
number of EVs will grow dramatically over the next few years.  Manufacturers are 
committed to converting their vehicles and governments are financially supporting 
adoption and mandating conversion deadlines. 

The use and popularity of BCH EVSEs will increase, producing a revenue stream 
not currently available.  This will be an important business for BCH.  Ratepayers, 
EV owners and governments will want to know how well this business segment is 
managed.  They will want easy-to-access, transparent financial information on a 
timely basis. 

1.1 Why is BCH not proposing to establish a separate business entity/rate class 
to record capital & operating costs and EV charging revenues? 

1.2 Could revenues and costs to supply exempt EVSEs also be captured in 
this separate class so that there is one financial summary source for the 
total amount of electricity used to supply public non-exempt and exempt 
EVSEs? 

1.3 What are the total capital and operating costs incurred by BCH to establish 
and run its charging stations to date? 

2.0 Reference:   BACKGROUND 

Section 2.2, lines 15 – 18, pg. 11;  line 23 – 26; pg. 11 

BCH is unable to deploy an electricity-based delivery rate at this time.  Time-based 
rates did not receive widespread support. 

2.1 Please explain why it is not possible to measure the amount of electricity 
provided to the fast-charging station, which can be metered with approved 
revenue metering equipment, as a basis to calculate consumption.  In other 
words, is it not possible to use existing ‘input’ metering to calculate the 
amount of electricity dispensed (i.e.: ‘output’)? 
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3.0 Reference: PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 

Line 7, pg.15 

“. . . most of the features important to them – such as multiple stations per site (to 
reduce waiting time)” 

3.1 What are BCH plans to change the type of connectors currently installed 
on its EVSEs?   

3.1.1 Each BCH unit has one CCS and one CHAdeMO connector.  CCS 
is quickly becoming the preferred connection method by most 
manufacturers (Korean manufacturers now use CCS and Nissan 
recently announced converting from CHAdeMO).  The number of 
CCS vehicles will far exceed the number of CHAdeMO vehicles in 
the near future. 

3.2 Will each EVSE unit be able to charge two vehicles at once, at an assumed 
reduced consumption capacity (1/2??), if both vehicles are connected 
using the same protocol (eg: CCS)? 

4.0 Reference: RATE DESIGN 

Line 4, pg.18 

“Respondents overwhelmingly favour electricity-based pricing” 

BCH wins accolades for installing its EVSEs.  Unfortunately, using time-based 
pricing as a measurement means will not be as well received.  This runs the risk 
of tarnishing the favourable public image of BCH’s fast charging work. 

4.1 What is BCH’s strategy to persuade EV owners and concerned first-time 
EV buyers that time-based charging is a fair approach, especially when 
many other jurisdictions (eg: California) are rejecting this method and the 
time required to transfer the same amount of electricity to different vehicles 
is so variable? 

4.1.1 Referencing awaiting Measurement Canada approval is 
understandable but may be seen as “passing the buck”.  Deferring 
rate implementation, capitalizing the operating and recovering 
those costs through future revenues after approved electricity-
based is available may be better accepted by the EV users. 

4.2 What is BCH’s time plan for converting to an electricity-based standard 
once approved? 

Line 5 – 6, pg. 6; Line 18 – 19. Pg. 25; Line 19 -22, pg. 39 

“ maintaining a level playing field for fast charging service operators through 
pricing that is comparable to that of other operators.” 

“…Proposed Rates are…less than that of operators such as Tesla and Petro 
Canada.” 
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4.3 How does proposing rates which are $2+ per average charging session 
less than competitors maintain a ‘level playing field’? 

4.3.1 This seems to be BCH undercutting exempt EVSEs. 

4.4 How does BCH plan to provide full, transparent financial information on its 
EV charging business to ratepayers, EV owners, exempt EVSEs and 
general public? 

4.4.1 BCH is entering into competition with exempt EVSEs.  As the sole 
source supplier to these organizations, BCH will have to show that 
it is competing fairly and not using its monopolistic position to its 
advantage.  It is very important that EV charging is encouraged to 
be a , fair, competitive market, unlike the vehicle gas distribution 
oligopoly currently in place. 

Line 25, pg. 25 

“ …objective is for…rates to recover full costs…  However, achieving this 
objective will require station utilization levels to be higher…” 

4.5 What are the impediments to BCH recording and capitalizing start-up and 
operational costs and non-revenue charging losses and recovering these 
upfront investments through amortized costs against future fast charging 
once an authorized metering system is in place? 

4.5.1 Poor public acceptance of the proposed time-based measurement 
could, in fact, lead to a reduction in utilization levels.  Charging a 
lower rate using an unpopular measurement system may have 
negative consequences to overall utilization.  Also, as noted above, 
having two connector types on each EVSE and allowing only one 
connection to work at any time, reduces the number of possible 
chargings. 

 




